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A CRITICAL STimY OP TIffi RECENT E^j^B./ffiN^TAL LITERATir.RE ON miORY,
WITH SPSCIAL REggMCB TO ITS PJipAGOGICAL SIGJIJJCMCE*
If, by our education, we are trying to develop the human
mind and hody to what it ought to he, we have "been quite un-
scientific in our efforts. To a great extent the child has been
left to discover its ov/n methods of study. We seek to train, hut
too often not the best way of training. What have we demanded of
our teachers? Seldom more than that they should have a certain
amount of "learning" which raa^^ be entirely foreign to the develop-
ing organism of the child. To educate the child through its de-
veloping stages v/e must know both the causes that bring these
changes about, and the normal courses that the mind would follov/
of itself.
This is the demand of pedagogy to-dajr. Time and effort
are wasted where learning is left to accidental successf, to un-
controlled planless efforts. To plaje learning on a more economical,
scientific basis; to lead to a pedagogical improvement; v/ide and
varied experijiients have been performed for a better understanding
of the memory function .
If this is the factor the teacher has to deal with, his
problem is to understand its extent and limitations. He must
measure it in each pupil in order to be able to treat each as it
should be treated, to learn in the most economical way.
What has really been accomplished for teacher by the ex-
periments? This is our problem.

2It is by no means a simple task, to measure man's mental
traits. It is difficult to determine upon a measure that is of any
|
value for estimating the psychic states. The best v/e can do is to i
measure the returns to time and effort spent. And even here we
have a problem; hov/ are we to measure effort? Could v/e accurately
measure the mental traits we would be able to sa.y that one person
differs from another in exactly what characteristics and to exactly
what ext ent
,
We can do this rougrily, not accurately, but to a degree
that is of great pedagogical significance. Our units are: time
spent, repetitions needed, facts remembered, and kind and number
of errors made. With these units we perform experiments with
different methods of learning, and by the observation of memory
under controlled conditions gain our insight into the memory
function, and determine the best method of teaching,
,
I
co:mditiohs por bxperiimts.
There are tv/o kinds of conditions that must be governed,
I
as far as possible, for accurate memory experiments in the labora-
tory.
In the first place the outer conditions must remain uni-
form and in the control of the experimenter. The experiments must
be performed at the same hour of each day, in the same place, and
with distractions reduced to the minimum. There must be no one in I
the room except the experimenter and the experiiaentee. They must
be accustomed to working together, besides having special practice
^
for the particular experiments in hand.

V/, Lay (44) emphasizes the need of practice for the subject to be
able to give valuable introspection. Before the experiments begin
he should be trained in introspective ability. And care must be
taken that the material be of uniform difficulty.
In the second place the inner conditions must remain as
nearly the same as possible. The daily life of the experimenter-
should be kept regular, without excitement. The attention must
be keyed up to the same point each time or the experiment is of no
value.
Even with the utmost care the conditions cannot be kept
wholly uniform; so we take the average of the results of experiments
made in the same way a number of times. The experiment should ex-
tend over weeks and months, and nev/ material used each day, but
material of the same kind. Then at the end the results can be
averaged up on a definite principle.
But not all of our experiments have been performed in
the laboratory. Most of the experiments with school children have
been performed in the schools. Here the conditions cannot be re-
gulated accurately, but the results are valuable because with so
many subjects the conditions average up to the normal. The factor
most considered in these school experiments is the age of the
pupils', sometimes the relative rank in class, and the sex. In ex-
periments of this class we have usually measured ability'- by com-
parison of groups of different ages. We first find the general
ability and then, from this normal
,
the variability for the dif-
ferent ages.

4MATERIAL
E"bbinghaus (25), who made the first important experi-
mental study of memory, chose nonsense syllables as material offer-
ing the most uniform difficulty. 7/ith this artifical material
there were fewer associations and complications possible. He form-
ed 2300 syllables and shuffled them together. They were drawn by
lot and formed into series of different lengths. Several of the
series were used at each experiment. This material has certain
distinct advantages: (1) it is relatively simple and homogeneous,
while prose or poetry changes in character and varies in interest
with the individual apperception; (2) it affords an inexliaustible
amount of new combinations of similar character; (3) it offers
means for convenient quantitative variation.
Sbbinghaus (25) compared the process of learning a series
of 12 nonsense syllables with that of learning a stanza of Syron*s
"Don Juan." The material was read aloud repeatedly until it was
Just possible to recall it voluntarily. This end was considered
attained when, the first of the material being given, the whole
'fcould be repeated by heart for the first time without hesitation,
at a given rate of speed, and with the consciousness of perfectnessy
The follo7;ing table gives the number of repetitions necessary to
make mastery perfect.
Successii/^eDays. I B 77T JZ IZ H
/\/or)sense Syllables l£5 110 75 5.0 3.0 2.5-
SignificantStanza 7.75 3.7
J
17
J
Off 0.0 0.
He estimated from his results, that only about one tenth the number

of repetitions are required for learning material connected "by
"bonds of sense and rhythm,
Mary Whit on Calkins (20) performed some memory experi-
ments with 50 college students of Wellesley. She compared different
kinds of material for iimnediate and delayed recall*
j
Words were pronounced staccato fashion to the subjects: i
chair, lock, fan, slate, rug, box, match, tub, cloud, stamp.
Words and pictures shown v/ere projected upon a screen by the oxy-
hydrogen latern. The words shown were: door, foot, cave, horn,
sail, bov;l, ring, fork, nail, lamp. They were shown one after the
other. The pictures of objects were: scissors, book, brush-broom,
inkbottle, clock, hat, knife, candle, flat-iron, vase. These v;ere
shown on the screen one by one. The time was regulated by a pen-
dulum. Pour seconds after the conclusion of the series the command
to "write" was given.
I'lissCalkins compares her results with results of similar
experiments performed by E. A. Kirkpatrick (37) with 150 college
students. But Kirkpatrick used real objects instead of pictures
of objects, and found greater advantage with the "concrete" than
did Miss Callcins. According to Kirkpatrick (38) the order of in-
creasing effectiveness is : (l) names of objects, (2) mental pic-
tures of objects, (3) real pictures of objects, (4) the objects
themselves.
The following table compares the results of the two ex-
perimenters.
ETXPEniMENT^ BY /^/SS CALIil/\lS.
Auditory Works. Works. Ffc tureaf l^orkj.
flfmtere<^ R inorder /? inOrder f^ememi>*rfd Fi. in order
ImmedidTe HecaJt. SfS
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6Auditing iVorHs. Visua/ kVarhs. F'/Cturec^ ¥y/>rMs.
Ff- In order.
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Bothfound the superiority of concrete over verbal; and "both found
the importance of the proper choice of material to "be under-estimated
rather than over-estimated "by experimenters. These facts are :
brought out more strikingly in the case of delayed recall.
The 'delayed recall' is surpassed by the 'immediate' for '
every subject, except in 8 cases of concrete nemory and in 2 of
verbal memory in which there is no differenca\ !
Almost as large a per cent of visual words as of concretes
is recalled 'in order', but only about one half the number recalled \
are recalled in order. The 'order' of concrete objects is as well I
or better remembered by 5 subjects. By 4 subjects the 'order'
of words is as well or better remembered after 2 days interval.
By all the others, words and pictures immediately recalled are re-
membered better, even in their, order.
j
The memory for visual words is significantly stronger than
for words pronounced or heard.
I
I
In all cases the first of the series is best remembered, !
i
the midf^le the least accurately remembered, and, what is surprising,
the last seems to have little or no advantage.
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7/hile nonsense material has been very generally used in
meinory experiments, other materials have 'oeen more or less exten-
sively employed. Prof, Kenned:/- (36) divides the material used in
experiments into two classes, simple and complex. Under the head of
simple material come: Intensity of Light, Intensity of Sound,
Pitch of Sound (H. K. Wolfe, Merkel, Stark^, Tschisch, and Lehmann
have experimented with this material), Locali:^ation through Touch,
Space Relations, Pressure, Muscular Sense (E, A. Ha^z-den) , Active
Movements (T.i, Smith), G-eometrical Figures through Vision (V/arren)
Color (L. Von Kreis and E. Schottlius), and Time. Under the head
of complex material come : Sentences, Words, Syllables, ITurnbers
and Letters, Concrete Ohjects, Prose, and Poetry.
Ehhinghaus (25) found the advantages in nonsense
material over the other materials.
ICBTKODS OF TESTING MIORY.
We have considered the conditions necessary for memory
experiments and the different kinds of material to he used in the

experiments, We must next consider the methods of testing memory, i
There are four different methods that can he used.
The method of Reproduction consists in making the subject
j
reproduce his impression. This is the method generally used; for
;
it follows our most natural, ordinary procedure. Binet (11) cri*i- i
cises this method as requiring a "translation of transposition of
the impressions," and because a special aptitude would greatly
modify the results. He thinks it should be reserved for verbal
memory. But he has somewhat overestimated this side, for the ex-
perimentee will give the reproduction in the terms most natural for
him. There will seldom, if ever, be an effort at translation of
the impressions.
The Method of Relearning, or Ersparnismethode as the
Germans more accurately call it, consists in finding the per cent
of time and repetitions saved in the relearning over the original
learning. The strength of the impression left in memory can be
measured indirectly by the saving of time and energy required for
the relearning of the material, Ebbinghaus (25) made 70 experiments
--double experiments--, first with the emphasis on repetition and
next with the emphasis on concentration. Each experiment consisted
of reading or repeating six 16 syllable series a definite number
of times, and then in 24 hours recalling them. The experiments
were divided into 7 groups of 10 experiiaents each. The results
are given in the following table, the number being the number of
seconds required for the relearning.
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The average time for the first learning of 6 series of 16 syllalDles
each, as estimated from 53 experLoients, was 1270 seconds, with the
small probable error of 7. Comparing with this the time required
for relearning as given in thetable, Ehhinghaus estimates that on
an average in relearning there is a saving of l/s, due to the per-
sisting after effee t of the repetitions.
The method of Association, or Treffenmethode, has been
used less widely. Here the first or a part of the material is giver
to the subject and he fills in the rest by means of the associations
with the part given.
The method of Recognition may be divided into two narrowei
methods, according to Binet (11) and others:
(a) In the Method of Selection the subject is given a nxAmber
of impressions, among which is the original one. which he is to
recogni;^e and distinguish from those in company with it. But the
attention is naturally drawn towards the centre of a series when
we have to make a choice from among a set of objects.
(b) In the llethod of Comparison the experimentee is to compare
the remembered impression with another impression presented to hira^
and pronounce the latter as "equal, greater, or smaller" with
reference to the first.

Totally different memory curves will most prohably "be
the result for these different methods, even if the same sort of
j
I
material is used in each set of experiments. Ehbinghaus (25) used !
the Ersparnismethode and found an immediate, rapid falling off of
memory. In some recent experiments performed in the psychological
|
department of the University of Illinois, the reproduction method
was used and memory was found to he at its "best 24 hours after the
j
learning of the material.
IMAGIITATIVE TYTES.
People Y3.ry greatly in the manner in which they recall.
This has caused some investigators to consider experiments along ^
this line as useless; hut these differences are very important', ,
through them we discover the different types of working memory, >
I
Meiunann (50) considers two main differences in people,
in rapidity of learning and in the exactness and lastingness of
|
retention. The one who learns quickly is different in the manner of'
i
learning, and in retention from the one who learns slov/ly. The
j
"quick one" has the better immediate memory,
|
I
An experiment was tried with series of 12 nonsense !
syllables. The quick man learned them v/ith 18 repetitions, while
the slov; man needed 56 repetitions. After 4 weeks' practice in
learning nonsense syllables, the quick man needed only 6 repetitions,
and the slow man needed 25,
;
But the one v/ho learns fast forgets fast. It seems to be
:
mere direct repet ition of the sense impressions; if anything came
|
between the reading of the impression and the reproduction, the
memory would be wholly or nearly gone. The slow man stops to

11
organize the material, and then gives it slowly but more surely
than the quick man, and he can give it later as well as immediately.
There is also a difference in intensity and extent of
attention with different people. Some husy themselves with many
things, some with few things hut give more intense attention to
them. The greater the intensity, the less extended the attention,
and vice versa. Meumann makes a great deal of these differences.
He (50) says they lead people to the different vocations. The one
who can easily adapt himself can attend to a great numher of things
and can "be a journalist, physician, teacher, artist, etc.; while
intensive attention makes the scientist.
These qualities can "be developed together, hut we do not
generally find it attended to. The slow man has the less broad
hut deeper concentration, and wins in the end when the work is long
continued. So far in considering types of people we have dealt with
the different learning types. There are also different memory
types.
Charcot v/as the first to discover the different memory
types. He considered the visual, motor, and auditory types. Meu-
mann (50) says most people are acoustically-motor minded; i. e.,
they think in sounds and movements, hut seldom the one v/ithout the
other, l^^'omen have been found to be more visual than men, and
children entirely visual, but Meumann (50) and other experi-
menters have found that they differ in about the same proportion
as grown ups.
Thevisual minded sees the whole, and at the same time in
all of its parts. He can reproduce the material backward almost
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as well as forward. The auditory sees piece "by piece, in succes-
sion, one calls for the next, Pinzi (27) and Meumann (50) have
discovered the visual minded to he slower, hut surer and riost last-
ing; he seldom, if ever, makes a mistake in his memor^^ work. The
acoustic-motor is quicker hut less accurate. This type of person
TBmemhers each impression singly, in succession. Memnann has days
and weeks in which one predominates and then the other.
Through results in failures of memory v/e ca.n hest see
to what type the indi"vidual helongs. But for any degree of cer-
tainty concerning the type, there must he (1) repeated measurements
under (2) carefully regulated conditions.
Cohn (21) performed experiments to ascertain what part is
played in mem^ory by the visual, auditory, and motor senses. 12
consonants arranged in 3 rows v/ere presented in each case to the
suhject. In one group of trials the subject was requested to read
the letters aloud, in another to repress articulatory movements
while learning, and in 3 other groups to pronounce a series of
vowels or numbers while reading the consonants.
There was a pause of 10 seconds between the memorizing
and the reproduction. The subject filled this by repeating the
numbers 1 to 20. There were 13 subjects engaged in the research,
and each performed from 12 to 50 experim-ents.
Prom his results he drav^s two facts that he has proved
effectively:
(1) Y/here memory is based on auditory-motor images it is
more extensively interfered with by an auditory-motor disturbance
than a visual would be*
(2) ViiTien the disturbing elements have an auditory-motor

— —=—
1^
charactera;! increased use is made of the visual factors in memory
wherever possible,
T, L. Smith (65) performed a series of experiments having
to do with muscular memory. His material v/as nonsense syllables,
and his purpose to compare the series learned normally v/ith series
learned when the articulatory movements were inhibited.
As a preliminary rhe tried. 100 e:q)eriments with the sub-
ject memorizing while counting aloud - 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3,
7;ith
etc., and^the subject mmorizing while sustaining a musical note.
5He found counting to be the better method for inhibiting the action
of the vocal muscles.
Practice was given to make the counting as automatic as
possible, end da,ily hours of experimentation for each person were
the same; for the memory varies greatly at different hours of the
day.
At one sitting each subject v/as given 100 syllables; i. e.
10 series of 10 syllables each. It was found that a greater number
of experiments caused fatigue. 10 series v/ith counting were given
on one day, and 10 series v/ithout counting on the following day.
Uo series v/as ever repeated.
The following table shows the average of errors for the
10 series for each day.

DAYS T TT m TV IT in vm TT IT
^ronuncia -t/on
//jht Jd I ted- m. 7-6 fiO / 76 7? 7f 77
A/ormal
64 6iJ 6.6 7/ 7/ 6-^
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7? 6-4 79 s-./ 6/ 7,.f^ 6.r'J 7/
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—
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.5,
f^onunc/at/on
Jh/hii-^d 6? 6.1 f.6 f.f U J?
6one// t//ons. 6.9 fl fj to J6 1.9 /.3 16 as
A study of these tables shows in a.ll subjects a gradual
diminution of errors due to practice. But none of the five subjects
exhibited the distinct types of visual, a.uditory, and motor neno-
ries so emphasi^.ed by Ribot and other experimenters, though two
subjects showed a marked predominance of the motor element. B3''
the addition of the counting the percentage of error was increased
to an amount varying from 12,6X to 17.7;? for different subjects.
In a second group of experiments. Smith (65) used the
manual alphabet. A series of 5 v/as exposed for 20 seconds with
70 seconds intermission. In one series the subject was told to
memorize visually; in another series the subject was required to
form characters with his hand in addition to the visual reading.
'
In the results a decrease in percentage of errors was 1
found for each subject when the characters v/ere formed v/ith the

hand while learning.
The notor must enter into memorizing, Smith concludes,
"but this experiment has not been able to measure its exact influ-
ences a.nd worth."
Ellen Bliss Talbot (72) tried to improve her visual
j
memory. She tested her memory and found that she was predominatly
verbal-auditory, but also verbal-motor. She could command only
general memory vision of an object, not details. Her direct
visual memory v/as very defective. She could visuali;^e dates but
not words. ITien read aloud to, the impressions ¥/ere verbal-s.uditory !
and verbal-motor.
In her practice work she tried to visualii^e a piece of
poetry. She read lines of unequal length and then closed her eyes
and described all the detail's she could remember. She also looked
at pictures of Chinese figu res and then told how they, were arranged.
She improved in ability to describe lines, from 6 ov 7, to 20 or
25, and she only spent 1 1/2 to 2 hours a v/eek for 7 months, in the
practice.
After 3 months she found herself visualizing words;
later she visualized even words read to her. At the end of 7 months
she found considerable improvement in her verbal-visual memory, and
in her direct visual memory. Theeffect of the change was greater
accuracy rather than increased speed of memorizing. She says she
does not visualize any better now but more frequently; and the
audit orVand motor memories do not seem to have suffered any loss.
That a sense-memory can be developed is an important fact
to pedagogy. And if so little practice is needed as Miss Talbot's
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experiment seems to indicate, our problem is simplified inestimably,
Meumann (50) says the visiial is ahead of all the other
j|«nses, rules the other impressions, a.nd lasts over them. Pie tells
of a painter v/ho kept his model only one half hour, studying it
intently during that time. He then dismissed it and painted his
picture. Some artists have a visual image of every pencil stroke
before they start their drawings; some have only a color memory.
The different types e.re found in varying degrees. Binet believed
that special memory depended, upon the ruling interests and practice
of the individiial, a,nd upon certain inherited paths of memory. But
experim-ents performed hy W. Le.y (44) do not corroborate Binet 's
statement.
Lay (44) sent question blanks to 100 painters and
sculptors of ITew York City, and then interviewed 25, to discover
v;hat part the conscious visualization played in their works. He
found no very extraordinary^ power among them to visualize more
vividly than people in general do. Some painters seemed to have
the imagery developed very little.
Lay (44) also performed a series of experiments to deter-
mine the different memory images of people. He read to 100 juniors
at Columbia, a short passage of a novel that took about one minute
to be read, and that contained v/hat he thought to be words likely
to arouse in the minds of the hearers the mental images most no-
ticeable in our every day life— sight and sound. Then the subjects
wrote all they could remember of the passage, in any ViTords they
wished. Prom the number of words v/ritten that suggested mental
images to Lay, he compiled a table that showed what percent of
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visual and auditory images had been recalled. This supposed that
what was recalled would be the easiest, and that the easiest to
remember for each one wouldbe that which most corresponded with the
tendency of his mind. If he v;as eye-minded he would naturally
remember the visual elements of the description; if ear-minded he
would naturally recall the auditory elements. This method he callec.
"indirect question," and he said the ansv/ers were very satisfactory
But he might have been more or less of one type himself and so in-
terpreted the others.
In a second experiment he used the same method but had
the subjects try to describe how they remembered, v/hether by the
words, or by visual or other images. He notes in conclusion that
the visual mental ima.gery is the more common form in which the re-
production takes place, but where the visual is not awakened the
auditory comes in to help.
La3^ says that when he wishes to speak in another language
than English, the German comes first, and if he wishes to write,
the Prench comes first. His German is speech motor and auditory;
he learned it in Germany, His French is hand motor and visual;
it
he learned^ in school by reading and v/riting. Such analysis indi-
cates that we may use a different kind of imagery in v/riting from
that we use in talking or reading. In this case v;e ca.n conclude
with Miss Talbot that the faculty of imagery is susceptible to
tJPaining.
We find experim-ental work on memory performed in Italy,
Guicciardi and Perrari examined 54 persons of both sexes between
the ages of 6 and 67 years, to find from their verbal associations

to what type they "belonged. Pive suffixes were put one after the
other on the top of a card, and the subject was given 10 minutes ;
to write as many words as he could think of having those suffixes.
It v/as thus a test of a person's rh^/i/iing abilities. The number of
words v;ritten each minute was recorded in every case. After each
experiment the subject was asked how he thought of the words he had
written. The persons over 50 years were found to have the greatest
facility for rhyming. The associations collected fron all the
subjects were classed as follows: Associations (1) by assonance,
(2) visual, (3) ad lit^ran, (4) ideative, (5) motor. If in any
subject association by assonance predominated, he was characterized
as auditory; if visual associations predominated, he v/as ,a visualisli,
etc.
This sort of experiment has not great scientific value,
and yet the data collected have a certain worth that should be re-
cognized. Lay's method in his experiments on Mental Imagery (44)
j
v/as much the same as this method used by Guicciardi and Perrari,
[
Shaw (63) used a similar method. He told the story of a boy to 700
school children. This story was divided into 152 terms; and the
purpose was to see what terms each would remember and by these to
determine the type of the pupil; whether visual, motor, auditory,
etc. Galton was the first experimenter to deal with "t^^pes" of
imagery. He introduced the questionaire method. Meumann (50) says
;
the best method of determining the type of a person's memory is to
note the interruptions and obstructions. Hindrances show the type
of imagery directly.
Inaudi and Diamandi are famous calculators that have been
I fii
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examined lay Binet, Me\;iiiiann, and other psychologists. Inaudi had
no education; he did not know his alphabet. When given a long seiies
of numbers he could repeat 42 when ordinary people could only repeaj;
13, But in the same sort of experiment with letters he could repea
only 6 or 7; and only a very fevi/ words of a poem. In his public
performances he had his problems read to him. He was of the audito|:y
motor type. He could solve two complicated number problems at once
and without special effort he could remember the figures on the
fallowing day , He always sj^'stematized his numbers, remembered them
in successive rows, in sets. In the experiments performed with him
in the laboratory, he was found to be predomina,tely motor, but also
acoustically minded. If he sav/ the numbers it bothered him. Sing-
ing a tone during the v;orking of a problem took him double time,
but he did not lose himself. The striking of a metronome did not
hinder him, but with his tongue between his t eeth he was three
tim-es as long in solving a problem, V/ith his tongue clear out it
took him four times as long. ¥/hen he was hoarse he could not
figure so well. An apparatus was used to measure the tongue and
larynx movements, a.nd v/eak speech movements were found,
Diamandi was visually minded. He saw the figures as if
on a pa^ge before him. In his performances he first looked at the
problem and then shut his eyes and put it into his own hand v/riting
Then, he said, the figures seemed to v/ork out themselves. Binet
gave him series of numbers v/ritten in colors, and it took him two
readings to get them, one to get the numbers and the second reading
to get the "colors,
InauJii worked quicker: the acoustic motor is quicker

20
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than the visual. Inaudi worked iiomediately after he received the
material. Diamandi had to wait to absorb it. In 45 seconds Inau idj
knew 25 figures while Diamandi needed 3 minutes. Bu+ Inaudi had
j
hard work with numbers presented to him visually^ in groups, in a
spiral form, etc.
The purely acoustic man'is never found, but some are very
near this extreme. Dodge thinks in both visual and motor symbols.
He often speaks aloud but never hears himself. His inner thinking
is a motor speech of life, tongue, mouth, and head movements. His i'
whole family lack acoustic memory. He can not remember people's
voices, nor a piece of music, but he can sing in himself in a motor
way. After he has been to an opera he can go through itagain in a
motor way; it is a pantomine to him.
Meumann (50) tells of an idiot who could not speak in-
j
telligibly but who could repeat a. melody he had heard once.
Children understand tones sooner than words. Tracy says children
often know musical tones when they are but 6 months old.
i
In general children think visually until they leave the
grammar schools and girls are more visual than boys. Let children
learn in the beginning according to their type, and then gradually
bring in the other paths for memory. This is the importe.nt fact
for pedagogy; this is one step towa.rd our goal-economical learning.
IfflTHODS OP I^APJOTG.
Hov; shall we be able to lea^rn with the least possible
expenditure of time and energy? This is the problem of the schools;
and this is the problem that memory investigators have attempted to :
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solve.
The Germans, who have done the most extended work in this
field, have considered three methods of learning and have given
these methods their names: der Ganz Methode, der Tfeil Methode, and
der Vermittelnde Methode; i. e., the whole method, the part or
fragmentar\Tnethod, and the mediating method,
I'or example, we have a stanza of a poem to learn. Using
the Ganz Methode the whole stanza is read through repeatedly until
it is learned. According to the Teil Methode a fragment is taken,
perhaps one line, and this is repeated over a.nd over until it is
mastered; then the next line is taken in the same way, and so on
until the whole is learned. Between these tv/o methods a third has
"been entered; a method that has theadvantages of hoth the other
methods. There are one or more drops of attention in learning
extended material, and so the middle parts are not fixed in memory
as v;ell as the first and last. To remedy this the material may
be divided up by observing pauses at certain places, or the hard
part may be learned separatelj'- after the whole has been read over,
and then the whole gone over again in the end.
Lottie Steffens performed experiments under G. E. Mttller
at Gottingen to discover thenatural methods of learning. She
performed experiments for 12 successive days with 6 adults and 1
ni'ne year old boy. The boy was given two parts of 6 lines each,
of a German poem. The others v/ere given 2 verses of one of Byron's
poems. They were to read and recite aloud until able to execute
one errorless recitation; and they v/ere to try to learn as quickly
as possible. As the subject learned aloud, the experimenter under-
I lined each word or phrase rejjeated, and made a vertical mark after
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each repetition. So she got the length and succession of each part
repeated.
She found that:
(1) All divided the verse into parts.
(2) All repeated the parts already learned, each tine they
learned a new portion.
(3) All repeated the first lines oftener than the last ones.
The hoy used an entirely disproportionate anount of time.
(4) The difficult parts were learned by special, separate
repetitions.
(5) The end of one part and the "beginning of the next were
connected "by means of special repetitions.
(6) Adults tried to recite v;hat the;^ had partially learned,
and used the text to help. The boy read v/ithout trying to recite.
(7) They read slower over the more difficult material. The boy
learned the most erratically, wasting 21 repetitions on the first
tv/o lines and used only 6 for the last.
Then with the same persons she tried the two methods,
the Ganz Methode and the Teil Methode. She used stanzas from
Byron's Childe Harold's Pilgrimage, as her material, and found that,
though the fragmentary method is the most generally used when each
is left to learn in his natural way, yet the whole method is by
far the more economical--less repetitions and less time. Des
Bancels (24), Ephrussi, Pentschav/, (59)^ and others have also veri-
fied this.
-Des Bancels (24) had adults learn a piece of 10 verses
each morning under the same conditions, at the same hours. He had
them use the Ganz Methode one morning and the Teil Methode the next%
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When the Teil Methode was used there were 2 l/s out of
10 verses correct. lilQien the Ganz Methode was used there were 5 l/s
out of 10 verses correct. These were tests for inmiediate repro-
duction and reproduction six days later; time and repetitions were
saved by the Ganz Methode, and fixation was "better.
Des BanceLs (24) also performed experiments on 6 school
children between the ages of 9 and 12. The children were taken
inclividually and studied. Pirst they were given experiments to
discover their natural method of learning, and then they v/ere told
how to learn by the Ganz Methode, Both their immediate and remote
memory was tested.
Pive used the Teil Methode naturally and 1 used the Ganz
Methode naturally. 2 found the Teil Methode better, and 4 found
the Ganz Methode the better for learning. In the end all found
the Ganz Methode the better.
Des Bancels says in explanation of this, that with the
Ganz Methode the sense must be considered; it is memory of ideas,
not merely verbal memory; mechanical memory is excluded.
Ibbinghaus (25) investigated this problem of 'hov; to
learn*, and though he did not reach the same results as G. Muller,
Miss Steffens, and obhers, his results are not contradictory to
theirs. Inperforming his experiments his method was to read the
through the whole material, and then to read the first syllable and
attempt to recite the series. At the first hesitation, the remain-
der was read, and the next recitation begun anew. Thus he really
used the Ganz Methode.
Both nonsense material and significant material were
used with the two methods, and it was found that time was saved
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with the Ganz Methode, The average time for, a verse by the Teil
Methode was 3 minutes, 3.3 seconds, and hy the Ganz Methode it was
2 minute's 47,4 seconds. There was a saving of 15.9 seconds. In i
similar experiments even a larger proportion of time was saved "by I
the Ganz Methode, both with adults and children. But this advantag(!
is not quite so noticeable with nonsense material.
Meyerhardt (49) offers the following considerations as
partly explaining this remarkable advantage for learning by the
whole method.
(1) Le&irning by the Teil Methode, after the piece has been
learned, the connections between the various parts must be learned; '
work that is eliminated by the Ganz Methode. I
(2) Learning by the Teil Methode we associate the end of each i
part with its ov/n beginning instead of with that of the next follow-
ing section. These wrong associations later on disturb recitation
and must be repressed.
(3) The immediately follov/ing parts are associated, and the
|
more distant parts also aid each other by association. We fix
j
certain parts more firmly by noting their particular position in
I
the 7/hole. In the Ganz Methode each part is learned in its exact
j
place, and not otherwise. '
(4) There is uniform amount of effort expended over the whole
|
j
in the Ganz Methode.
j
Meumann (50) performed experiments on school children to !
test whether it was better to learn material as a whole or in parts^j
He used poems of 4 verses as his material. He found that the
|
greater the number of parts the less economical was the learning.
|
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The nearer we approach to the Ganz Methode, the quicker and hetter
we succeed. With adults, experiments showed that the more volumi-
nous the material the greater the advantage of learning by the
Ganz Methode. But with nonsense syllables this fact is not brought
out so strikingly.
One subject learned each day for 10 days, 2 verses of I
Schiller's "Dido", using the Teil and Ganz Methode on alternate
days. On an average there was a saving of 14.5 minutes in the
Ganz Methode for this small material; and the verses learned by
this method were retained longer and were recited v;ith more confi-
dence. The highest number of repetitions for the 2 verses learned
by the Tei'JLMethode was 33, by the Ganz Methode 14. And verses
learned by the Ganz Methode required less time in relearning.
Another subject learned 2 groups of material of 5 verses
of 8 lines each, by the Smethods. V/ith the Teil Methode he needed
45 repetitions, with the other method only 12, but he used the same
amount of time in both. He did not save time but he saved repetions
Both in learning and in relearning, the whole method is
the econoriical method . The associations formed are always the
same; they do not need to be changed; and the sense is follov/ed and
helps hold the material together.
Meumann (50) thinks the piece method is best for children
at first, because they are spurred on by seeing their progress;
they feel their advance in the piece method. But as soon as the
child can be shown the advantages of the v/hole method, he learns
better with it. Younger children are handicapped by becoming
fatigued easily. A boy of 8 years learned verses of Gothe»s
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Erlkonig and needed 17 repetitions with the piece method and only
11 with the whole method,
Meiimann says that the Ganz Methode is best for every kind
of material: dates, names, and even material that forms an un-
connected v/hole, as voca^bularies of word pairs, etc. The Ganz
Methode is the economical method,
Ephrussi does not entirely agree with this, hut he
measured only the time needed for learning. He performed experi-
ments at Gottingen with 24 subjects, 15 men, 6 women, 3 girls of
13, 15, and 16 years. In life we often have to learn data in pairs,
historical events and dates, foreign words and those of the mother
tongue, etc. The problem in this experiment was to find which is
the better method for learning pairs of nonsense syllables. The
siibjects worked for 1 hour daily from 8 to 36 days. They tried 2
methods: the Ganz Methode, reading and rereading the whole; and
learning by pairs, repeating each pair till learned. This later
method is called the "cumulative method."
In conclusion Ephrussi notes that (1) for normal con-
centration of attention the "cvunulative Method" is better, but (2)
when attention is defective the whole method is more advantageous.
When a mixed material was used, each pair composed of a
German word of 2 syllables and a number of 3 figures, learning by
the whole method proved a decided advantage.
Ephrussi explains his results in this way : the learning
process consists of 2 psychic processes, (1) familiarizing oneself
with each part of the material and (2) associating the parts. The
formation of associations between the parts of memory material
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"begins only when the material is a familiar one, or has reached a
certain degree of familiarity. That method will then "be 'oest that
produces this familiarity with the least nup^iber of repetitions.
In the "cumulative method" for a vocabulary, 6 repetitions bring
the second component of the pair after the first 6 times and before
the first 5 times, thus establishing' firmer associations.
In conclusion from this experiment we may note:
(1) The more familiar the material the easier the associations,
(2) In learning by pairs there are two kinds of associations
to be considered, (a) association of the first with the second,
and (b) the reverse, which leads, when the second part is given, to
a reproduction of the first.
• (3) Of tv/o methods, that one is more expedient which with less
repetitions leads to a greater degree of familiarity.
(4) In learning unfamiliar material the part method seems
preferable.
(5) In learning material that is familiar the whole method
[
gives better results.
i
i
Pentschaw (59) performed esq^eriments with the different
methods of learning. Each experiment began with nonsense syllables
I
and ended with rational material. He measured the time and repeti-
j
tions for learning and relearning. In using the Teil Methode he
divided the material into 2 parts, each part to be learned and then
i
the whole gone over. The average from all his experiments v/as that
20 repetitions were needed in the Teil Methode, and 15 in the Ganz
Methode. With the significant ma-terial there was more advantage in
the Ganz Methode than there was with the nonsense material.
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The disadvantage of the Ganz Methode is that the hard
parts are not given fullest attention; and also that the attention
is not uniform, "but follows a curve, the first and last parts being
strong. If the material to "be learned is long,. there will probably
a
be 2 drops of attention . In such a case compromise method has been
found to have the advantages of both the other methods. In this
|
method lines or spaces are used to separate parts of the material;
and then in repeating the material a pause is to be made at those
places. But the subject does not go back to the beginning until
the whole has been gone over. There are no false associations, and
a maximum of concentration is caused by the pause and renewed
attention for the following.
Another method is to learn the material as a whole, and I
on finding difficult places to mark them off and learn them
separately, and then go over the whole again.
Ebert and Meumann compared the relative values of the 4
methods. They performed 3 series of experiments. Series I and III
j
consisted of 8 groups, each of 4 lines of 12 syllables each. Seriej*
II consisted of but 4 groups. All 4 methods were tried in each
group, a different method being employed for each line.
Por the first the Ganz Methode was used; the line was
learned as a whole. The Teil Methode was used for the second; the
line was divided into 2 equal parts and each part learned alone
before the line was read as a whole. The third was learned as a
whole with a pause length of 1 syllable after the sixth syllable.
In the fourth line 2 such pauses were made, 1 after the fourth and
1 after the eighth syllable.
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Summarizing the results of this experiment we have a com-
parison of the relative values of the four methods.
(1) Bach one of the old methods has its characteristic strong
and weak points. The Teil Methode keeps up the full vigor and energy
of attention, hut allows irrelevant associations. The Ganz Methode
forms only advantageous associations, and prevents mere motor
recitation, hut lets the attention drop at times, and the middle
parts are not learned as well as the first and last.
(2) The Vermittelnde Methode combines the advantages of the
other two methods and avoids their disadvantages. The attention is
kept constant and no false associations are formed.
(3) The Vermittelnde Methode is quicker in leading to a first
errorless recitation.
(4) The G-anz Methode results in more accurate and permanent
retention and more confident reproduction.
(5) The Teil Methode effects relatively rapid learning hut
the retention is not reliable and it does not persist for any great
length of time.
(6) The Vermittelnde Methode is conducive to rapid learning
and to retention of medium permanency'' and reliability.
(7) In long continued exercises in mechanical learning the
psychic effects of the various methods approach each other; the
learner becomes more and more able to eliminate the inexpediencies
of the different methods and utilize the advantages.
THE MTOEY mTCTIOjl.
The mechanical memory of children is considered to be
better than that of adults, but this is due to the habits and
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training of adults. They have grown accustomed to looking for rea-
son, and find it hard to memorize nonsense material, Meumann (50)
cites the fact that the child who could not understand the geometri-
cal demonstration, learned it word hy word more easily than the
cMld who understood, and tried to learn word by word. The one
had learned to rememher reasoningly while the other learned
mechanically. Disuse of this mechanical memory weakens it.
Bolton (15) has shown that the age has more to do than the
intelligence of -^-.he child, on the development of the memory. The
older the person, the greater is his capacity'- for remembering.
The progress of the child from 1 to 5 years is rapid,
then it is a little slower up to 14; then still slower to between
20 and 40, and then it retrogrades.
Bagley (5) divides the school life of the child into 3
distinct stages. (1) The transition stage is from 6 to 8. The
factor that is most effective in this period is vivid portrayal
dealing almost exclusively with concrete experiences. Repetition
is important. Logical reasoning is entirely out of place. (2)
The formative stage is from 8 to 12. In this stage repetitions
strongly supplemented by vivid portrayal are the important factors.
Symbols should still be closely associated with the concrete ex-
periences for which they stand, but there is a place for the simple
operation of logical reasoning in the later part of this period.
(3) The adolescent stage is between 12 and 18. Organization and
reasoning are the primefactors of this period. Yet there is a place
for vivid portrayal and repetitions to enter as helps.
The child has different needs and different capacities
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at the various stages of his growth, and these must be catered to
for the child's "best development. In order that the factors condi-
tioning recall can "be intelligently applied to the educative pro-
cess these varying characteristics must be taken into account.
T, L. Bolton (15) investigated the growth of memory in
school children, and the effect of fatigue caused by the school
session. He used series of numbers not in natural order, and with
no digit repeated, as his material. He read the material before
the classes. Each class was tested twice in the morning at the
opening of the school exercises, and twice in the afternoon just
before the close of the session.
The digits were dictated slowly and distinctly, at inter-
vals of about 2/5 seconds, with care to avoid rhythm and grouping.
At a given signal after the dictation the pupils wrote the digits as
they remembered them.
In the lower grades of the High School 12 observations
(groups of five or more digits) constituted a test. In the grammar
schools the higher grades were given 9 observations, and the lower
grades v/ere given 3, at a test,
Bolton concludes from this test that the meiaory-span
increases with the age rather than with the growth of intelligence
of the child. Comparing the pupils classed as good, fair, and
poor, for the same grades, the memory production pointed to the
fact that good memory is not necessarily accompanied by intellectual
acuteness--"the growth of memory does not necessarily accompany
intellectual advancement."
He tabulates the results of his ejiperiments as follows:
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(1) The limit to the memory span for the pupils in the public
I
school is 6.
(2) The memory span increases with age rather than with the
growth of intelligence,
(3) The memory span measures the power of concentra,ted and pro-^
longed attention.
{4) Intellectual acuteness, while more often accompanied hy
a broad memorj^'-span and great power of concentrated and prolonged
attention, is not necessarily accompanied by them*
(5) Girls have better memories than boys.
(6) With practice pupils increase in their ability to remember
groups of digits.
^
(7) Pupils unconsciously remember digits that they heard a
day before, when they are used a second time.
(8) The tests do not show that the pupils suffer fatigue from
the day's v/ork. This fact shov/s that the work in the schools is
probably not excessive.
(9) Memory images pass through 5 stages in leaving the mind.
First they suffer a confusion of order second, a loss of certain
elements and the substitution of associated elements; and third,
a complete loss of some elements and no recovery.
P. Kuhlmann (29) has made this same division of stages
for the fading memory image.
(10) Ideas previously in the mind, and associative forms of
ideas, are factors in causing the confusion of the memory image
and its final loss.
(11) There is an apparent tendency to over-estimate the number
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of ideas presented to the mind, when the number of ideas is slightly
greater than the memory span; "but the general riile is to under-es-
timate the numher.
(12) Ideas, except the last 2 or 3 in a series, are lasting in
an inverse order as they are removed from the beginning of the seri^
in which they occur. The last 2 or 3 are lasting in decreasing
degree as they are removed from the end of the series.
Alexander Uetschojeff of the University of St. Petersburg
(54) made slciilar experiments in the grarainar schools of St. Peters-
burg. He experimented v/ith 687 children between the ages of 9 and
18. He made tv/o tests, one in the first hour of the school session,
and one in the first hour after recess.
His material was of 8 kinds:
1. - Twelve familiar objects were shown them; key, book, etc.
2. - Twelve inarticulate sounds v/ere heard; tearing of silk, et(
3. - Twelve numbers over 10 and belov; 100 were read to them.
4. - Twelve words of 3 syllables expressing objects seen in
every day life were read to them.
5. - Twelve v/ords of 3 syllables calling up auditory concepts
were read to them.
6. - Twelve v/ords v/ere read expressing temperature and touch
sensations.
7. - Tv/elve v/ords were read that v/ere associated with affective
states; hope, care, pleasure, etc.
8. - Twelve abstract terms were read, as space, etc.
The follov/ing table gives the results of the immediate
reproduction by the children of different ages and with the
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different materials. The percentage is on a "basis of 10.
9 II IP /6 17 79
/ 6.4 —ac-i.-*^
—
7.PI 1' 1 m 3.6 &<r; '—
—
.
—fj— t * * m —»^— 'is 9.7C_!—C
# • #
-f—^' I..ri fc^
—
7o m *— //
k:
_i—« M ^ s.a 57 f-9 SP/ ' '
6.i>— \^ /^.^ 1.0 z.-r 3.1 3.1 S.J 16
6.3 ke 6.7 7P 7.0
1 4.1 s.s £J- 6.9 TP 76
/ z.o i1 S6 S.9 6.P 6.6 67 6d
3 4^ 6.Q ^; 6:7 5.7 6.0 S.9 66
In conclusion he o"bserYes:
(1) All kinds of memory increase with age,
(2) The memory for the different types of material differed
v/ith different children. The memory for num"bers was weakest and
the memory;- for ohjects, strongest.
(3) The meaning of v/ords had much to do with their retention.
(4) The girls had the stronger memories. Between the years
11 and 14 there v/as the greatest difference "between hoys' and girls
memory.
The 18 years old v/ere superior in general memory, hut in
mere mechanical memory the 9 years old were almost their equals.
Joseph Jacobs (33) experimented to find the normal limits
of reproduction for different ages, with different materials. He
first tried to use nonsense syllables, but found that they varied
geatly in relative difficulty of pronunciation and in relative
facility of rhythm. They were abandoned for letters and numerals.
His subjects were girls of North London Collegiate School. The
numbers and letters were read to the subjects at the rate of 2 a
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second, in a monotonous tone. The reproduction was taken iimnediateli;
f /o // /a /J /,f 16 17 /3 19
d 13 19 36 4^ 7r' 66 CfO
hi IP Id 7.7 6. S, f>.6
6. 7. 6,6 6.6- 6.7£Z 7? Id 7.9
If the st^aii increases noraally v/ith age up to a certain
point, it follOT/s that a standard span can be found for the various
ages and conditions. A standard that is relative, not absolute,
1
but which enables us to ascertain whether a boy or girl is above or
below the average.
Jacobs (33) performed experiments on idiots and found
among the highest grades that their memory span was from 2 to 4.
So we get the connection between high span and high place in form.
I This "span of prehension" is surely one test of mental capacity.
J. C. Shav/ (63) confirms these same general facts; i. e.
(1) Maximum memory is reached at a comparatively early age, about
the beginning of the High School pe riod. (2) The growth of girls*
I
memory is more- rapid than boys'.
I'Irs. Bryant and Mr. .Jacobs tested the powers of school
children in reproducing numerals and letters after once learning
them. The material was dictated in a monotnous tone at the rate of
120 sounds a minute. This e^-i^jeriment was similar to that of Jo-
i
seph Jacobs described above. The reproduction was taken immediately.
The "span," the ability measured by the maximum number of letters
or numerals that could be repeated after once hearing them, showed
a decided increase with the age of the pupils.
;
Boys of 11 years could repeat 6.5 numerals and 5.5 letters.
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Boys of 12 years repeated 6.8 numerals, and 5.7 letters.
Boys of 13 years repeated 8.8 numerals and 7.9 letters.
The results for the girls were as follov;s:
f /<P // IP. Id I'f 16 /(> 17 13 19
A^'of ?)ubj/;r.rf;. 3 /J 19 i/ 4P 4P 7P 66 SO 7i
6.6 67 6.3 7f 7.3 7.7 3 3 3.6
6 7 6.6 4j^, (>.$ 6.7 6j 7.4 7.9 75 3?
We have yet two kinds of memory to consider, immediate
and lasting memory. The aim of learning is not always to retain
the material as long as possible; sometimes it is only to repeat
it once. It would be an overloading to keep all details. U'e
would be helpless in centering ovir attention, Meumann (50) asked
students to describe minutely the rooms of their houses, and other
instances of their daily life. He found tiaat they only had rough
general memories of these facts, and he draws the conclusion that
repetitions of condition s as such , do not enforce retention.
E. A. Kirkpatrick (37) experimented to determine the rela-
tion between recognition and recall. ¥e recognize things v/e could
not reproduce, and this is better so, for it is all that is nec-
essary in many instances. Kirkpatrick found that the power to re-
cognize is almost double that of recall.
Both Kirkpatrick and Meumann state that immediate repro-
duction is better with older people than with children, in direct
proportion to their ages. But this is probably due to mental grasp.
Ebbinghaus (25) performed 163 double experiments, eacli
consisting of learning and relearning 8 series of 13 syllables each.
The relearning v^as done at 7 different intervals, approximately:
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l/3 of an hour, Ihour, 9 hours, 1. day, 2 days, 6 days, and 31 days.
The learning was continued each time until it was possible to re-
peat a series tv/ice v^ithout err or • This gave the relation of re-
tention to time.
In the tahle we have the mean results for each group of
experiments*
/Pa-/n I'n
/ / fci*^ fc^* nil ., /
wr r ! 64 y—^ / 4 6'& 1
—
/ ' t— /
/
/lOQ ^.^.>?
1 " . ap
/ . J^/
^OO
a • . 64^7
£ ' 23/ /.3
6 da.jfa. 2 60 -M^
6 •• FRO 2 6./ >f
I306 J/
7
/ 6
iJ/ '• , /ji/r
31 ' . 379 ua /^
JJ . 126/ -2/. / P. 7
This sliows that the process of forgetting is rapid at
first and then slower. After an hour interval so much has heen
forgotten that more than l/2 of the original work must be done
again before the series can be reproduced. After 8 hours almost 2/3
of the original work is necessary. But from that point the process
of forgetting proceeds more slowly. After 24 hours the iiripression
still retains about l/s of its original strength; after 6 days l/4,
after a month l/5. The ratio of what is retained to what is for-
gotten is inversely as the logarithm of the time. Immediately
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after learning the material, memory is at its height; then it falls
off rapidly, but more and more gradually loses this rapidity, as
time passes.
Prom these results Ehhinghaus has computed a memory
curve (See following page.)
Other experimenters have corroborated these results. P.
Kuhlmann (40) has cominiled the results of four experimenters,
Henderson, Borst, V/ruchner, and Stern.
Henderson (32) read short passages of prose to his sub-
jects and then asked thera to write v/hat they remembered of it
immediately, after 2 da.ys, and after 4 weeks.
Stern had his subjects describe a picture they had seen
but once. The first trial was immediately after the picture had
been shovm, then later after 5, 14, and 21 days respectively. In
a similar experiment by Wreschner, the picture was described from
memory 3 times, after different intervals varying with the differ-
ent subjects. In Burst's study of this problem, time intervals of
3 and 9 days were used.
Bringing together the figures from these several studies,
P. Kuhlmann forms the following table to show the extent of memory
illusion after different time intervals.
6eccnd
/t 5%
5rern 7.^%(^day,] \/aif^U^.y.) \lP.r>%l?lA.y.\
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"These figures demonstrate clearly that memory illusion
increases with time as well as does the amount that we forget
entirely."
But these experiments are not in accord with some recent
investigations that have shown an increase in memory reproduction
after a certain interval*
Burnham, in his article on Retroactive Amnesia, (19)
says that it takes time for an impression to "become so fixed that
it can he reproduced after a long interval; considerable time may
he necessary for it to become part of a permanent store of memory.
Persons receiving scalp wounds generally lose all memory of what
took place for some minutes before the injury occurred. The in-
cident of a farmer may be given as ti^'pical of such dissociations.
A farmer was throvm from his wagon and his head seriously
injured. Ke lost all knowledge of what he had done for the several
hours preceding the accident.
Burnham says "we may suppose there is a process of making
a permanent impression upon the nerve cells, and also a process of
association of organization of the new impressions with the old
ones." The time required for this process may vary with different
individuals and under different conditions, but "in all cases it
seems to be necessary."
Such an interval of time for the "fixing" of the memory
material the Germans have called the Perseverationstendenz.
Metimann (50) states that after a 2 or 3 seconds interval, reten-
tion gains its greatest suret:/-.
V/undt was the first to make a successful experiment com-
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paring forgetting and the length of time interval between the
learning and the reproduction. He found the best remembrance of
the impression to be 1 1/2 to 2 seconds after the learning, not
immediately after it,
E. J, Swift (69) tested the memory of a complex act. He
trained his subjects in expert ball catching, and then after about
2 years' interval of no practice, he gave them tests to find how
much they had lost of their previous skill.
In these tests he found the memory for the act was in no
case inferior and in most instances it was superior to the scores
made at the close of the regular practice.
Bourdon in testing the memory of certain processes after
an interruption of training for varj^ing periods of even greater
length, found that there was no lose of skill, while in some in-
stances there was an evident gain,
H. K, Wolfe investigated the memory for tones. He used
nearly 300 vibrating metal tongues, giving notes through 5 octaves.
A tone was given, and after a definite interval either the same
tone was repeated or a higher or lower one vra,s sounded. The sub-
ject wrote "sarae", "higher," or "lov;er." The difference of tone
amounted to 4, 8, or 12 vibrations a second, and was kept constant
during a group of experiments.
The main point of the experiment was to determine the
influence upon memory of the time interval between the impressions
to be compared. This was varied from 1 to 30, 60 and 120 seconds.
Greatest accuracy was found when the interval was about 2 seconds.
Between 10 and 20 seconds Wolfe found a point where forgetting
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seemed to be retarded or to cease altogether. He concludes "the
ratio of the right and wrong cases is inversely proportional to
the logarithms of the time-intervals.
"
Ebhino-haus says there is a wave of better and worse ,
judgments, periodic, 1, 6, 8, etc., seconds. The maximum of for-
getting comes at about 60 seconds.
The means of retention and method of attention are differ-
ent with different people. But the Ganz Methode has been found to
be the best method of learning both for immediate and remote memory.
The child is less strong in direct memory than is the
adult.
Rational material is better than the nonsense material
for lasting retention withboth children and adults.
Meumann (50) affirms that we only keep, as a rule, what
we have intentionally attended to keeping. And he emphasizes the
need for training in both immediate and lasting retention.
Lack of memory may be either inherited or due to lack of
attention. The one case cannot be helped, but the other can.
SECOITDARY GOITDITIONS OP LBARHING .
1.- The effect of length of series:
Ebbinghaus (25) found in experimenting upon himself that
a long series is more strongly impressed upon the mind by once
learning^ than is a short series. A series of 36 syllables is nearly
tv;ice as firmly impressed as one of 12 syllables. But he could
generally repeat a series of 7 syllables after once reading them;
sometime^he could repeat 8 syllables after one reading; while about
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17 repetitions were required for a series of 12, and nearly 30 for
one of 16 syllables.
2. - Effect of repetitions:
Repetition is an important factor in fixing an impression
in the memory. It is mainly through repetitions that we memorize
material; the other "helps" enter to diminish the number of repeti-
tions needed,
3. - Effect of intervals "between repet itions:
When there are a large number of repetitions needed, a
suitable distribution of them over a certain interval of time is
more advantageous than the accumulatio)! of them all at once.
In learning 9 series of 12 syllables each, Ebbinghaus
found that the same impression was made by 38 repetitions distribut-
ed over 4 successive days, as by 68 consecutive repetitions.
Ad Jost found that associations are stronger when formed
by repetitions distributed with 24 hours interval, over several
days, Jost formulates the law that "where two associations are
of equal strength but of different age, a nev; repetition is of
greater value for the older of the two." Miiller, Pilzecker,
Lipman, and others have verified this.
Meumann (50) states that with voluminous material the
longer the intervals between repetitions, the fewer the repeti-
lons needed,
4. - The r ate of repetitions:
Ebbinghaus (25) says the quickest po.^^sible rate of reading
or speaking is the most profitable, both for learning and for re-
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learning*
Quantz reports that usually those who read most rapidly
in learning, remenher the most. But Ogden says the number of re-
petitions needed increases with the greater speed, andinakes learning
in this way unprofitable, "While Whitehead (78) advances a rate
corresponding to the beating of the pulse.
Miss Steffens observed that in learning sense material
her subjects instinctively adopted a slower rate when endeavoring
to memorize something more intensely.
Meumann (50) says there must be "adjustment of the rate
of learning to familiarity with the material, and to the progress
of the memory work." Meyerhardt (49) agrees with Meumann and
adds "it is just as vrrong to read uniformly slowly as to read al-
ways as rapidly as possible."
5,- The effect of simultaneous and successive presentations:
Miinsterberg (53) considers the memory stronger for
simultaneous than for successive presentations.
Hawkins (30) performed experiments to compare the relative
strength of successive and simultaneous memory. He found that the
older students and those more advanced could recall more objects
v;hen exposed simultaneously than when shown successively. And
successive memory seemed much better for the younger pupils than
simultaneous memory; with increase in age they improved in the power
of the latter.
6.- The effect of associations:
According to Miss Calkins (20) the more readily associa-
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tions are formed with the material, the "better is the memory for
the material.
Burnham (18) summarizes the study of association as
follows:
"In the impressing and strengthening of a series of ideas by '
numerous repetitions of the same, inner "bonds or associations are
formed "between all the individual members of the series. Every
member of the series preserves a certain tendency in case of its
return into consciousness to bring the other members with it»
"These bonds or tendencies are of different degrees of strengtl,
in several aspects. For the remote members of the original series
they are wealcer than for neighboring members; for definite distances;
backward, weaker than for the same distances forward. In case of
increasing number of repe titions the strength of all the bonds
increases."
Miiller and Pilzecker (51) proved in their experiments
that certain letters attract the attention more thanlothers because
of their quality or position in a S3'"llable. They also proved that
in recalling a line of poetry by means of some word given, we re-
call not necessarily what immediately'- follows, but frequently the
first member of the line leading to the word given.
We form|associations through contiguity, similarity, and
contrast of impressions. The material may be associated because of
some intrinsic relation^ throughmere mechanical bonds, or because it
looks or sounds like other material.
And the more 8.ssociations there are, the stronger is the
hold of memory.

Effect of rhythm:
It is extremely unprofitable to learn without rhythm.
Experiments have shown that the suppression of rhythm makes learning
all "but impossible,
Margaret Jfeiver Smith has shown that, other things being
equal, the syllables presented in simple rhythms are harder to learr
than those which come in the more complex rhythms.
But it seems probable, from a wide collection of experi-
mental data, that for each individual there is a certain rhythm
that is peculia.rly a help to him,
8,- Relation of attention t o memory and the effect of fatigue:
Ebbinghaus (25) found indication of a remarkable rhytlmi
of the attention, A series learned in a proportionately short time
was followed as a rule by a series learned in a relatively long
time. He says, "There seem.s to be a kind of periodic oscilla tion
of the mental susceptibility or of the attention, in which the in-
creasing fatigue appea,rs in vs-riations about a gradually shifting
middle position,"
In 84 experiments Virith 6 series of 16 syllables each, the
mean time for learning the first v/as 191 seconds, second 224
seconds, third 206 seconds, fourth 218 seconds, fifth 210 seconds,
and sixth 213 seconds. (See the diagramatical representation of
this series on the following page)
W, G, Smith (68) studied the relation of attention to
memory and found that memorizing becaine poor in proportion as
attention was withdrawn. He holds that the real explanation of
effective memory lies in attention and interest.
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Bain (6) says study is unavailing after fatigue and ex-
haustion.
9«- Time of day in its effect on memory:
^
Des Bancels investigated the variation of memory during
the course of the day. He experimented upon him.self at rising in
i
the morning, and before and after the noon and evening meals. He
learned a piece of 10 verses lo^r the Ganz Methode and reproduced it
24 hours later.
The averages of his results v/ere:
316.25 seconds needed in the morning.
348.75 seconds, before the noon meal.
340.71 seconds , after the noon meal.
345.90 seconds, before the evening meal.
280.20 seconds, after the evening meal.
He found fixation to be relatively rapid in the morning,
\
and anincrease of memory power after each meal.
Other experiments have shown that some people are
|
"Morgan Menschen" as the Germans say. Others have a better memory
j
in the afternoon or evening. And these persons may vary in differ-
ent periods of life.
10.- The effect of using the different sense paths for memory:
The predom-inately visual t^-pe learns best by reading
only, the auditor}^ bj/means of spoken words, etc.
But except for persons who are predominately of one type,
experiments (10, 21, 53) have shown that the memory is best when
|
i
the different senses act together; they aid each other. i
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11. - Effect of loud, half loud, and low speech:
The experiments of Meumann (50), Pentschaw (59), end. others
indicate for adults in general a half-loud learning as most favora-
ble, for children silent learning, or v/ith the voice repressed.
In explanation of this we may say that children oftener than adults
"belong to the predominately visual motor type.
12. - Effect of the filled and unfilled time interval hetv/een learnin
and recalling:
W. G. Swift (71) performed experiments on the filling and
length of interval. He used material that v/ould do away v/ith all
associations as far as possible. 12 letters were arranged in 3
lines, one above the other, on a card. The subject v/as in a dark
room and the card was illumined for 10 seconds, then a pause of 2
seconds, and. he repeated what he could remember.
Different distractions v/ere used. The subject counted by
tv/os to the beating of a metronome, speaking the numbers aloud,
during the learning and during the pause interval. The beating of
the metronome alone was no distraction. The greatest distraction
was the addying, the next v/as the speaking, and the least distrac-
tion was found in tapping the table with the forefinger.
Swift concludes that it did not seem to matter whether ^
there was an interval or not.
Bigham (10) says the longer the interval the greater the
error, and filling the interval hinders the memory.
But in some recent experiments upon school children it
was found that the filling of an interval between learning and re-
production improved the reproduction. The exact length of the

interval best for this improvement—Perseverationstendenz—v;as not
definitely found. It seemed to yb^tj with the different children
and in the different exi^eriments.
An important factor ii^emorizing is the significance of
,
ihe problem and material. This differs with each occasion and each
person. And these internal conditions are hard to discover. ;
pbdag-pctIcai. results..
The methods of instruct ioriin the school have not kept up
with science and practical advance. The memory of the child to-
day is absolutely neglected on the formal side. A bad practice
would be better than none at all. If adults can be improved so
much as we have found they are in laborator^^- experiments, children
should be trained in this way and should have the attention and
memory trained formally .
But the curriculum of the schools to-da^^ is already
overcrov;ded, so we cannot ask for the addition of a course in
j
j
memoiry exercises. But, on the other hand, there is no reason to
waste time on worthless material; special memory training can be
I
joined to the material already in the schools. Emphasis can be
. placed on both the memory and the material to be rem-embered.
The question is frequently asked--To what extent does the
!
training of any/one mental function cause improvem.ent in other
I
functions? To this I would answer that the extent of improvement
j
in other functions is directly proportional to their "closeness"
of relationship with the function trained. If (73) the ability
to notice errors in arithmetic is directly correlated with the
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ability to notice errors in spelling, then improved accuracy in
arithmetic may involve improved accuracy in spelling.
That vie do not know the relationship "betv/een mental
functions, except in a very rough way, is partly due to the fact
j
that these relationships are variable and partly due to lack of I
experiments. But v/e do know enough about these relationships to ;
conclude with Thorndike (73) that the mind is not a functional
unit, nor a collection of a few general faculties, hut "a multitude
of functions, each of which is related closely to only a few of its
'
I
fellows, to others with greater and greater degrees of remoteness,
and to many to so slight a degree as eludes measurement." "There i£
no memory to hold in a uniformly tight or loose grip the experiences
of the past. There are only the particular connections betv/een
particular mental events and others, sometimes resulting in great
j
surety of revival, sometimes in little."
I
And practice v/ill develop memory on all sides. E. A.
Kirkpatrick (37) says that no matter what line of development we
j
follow it must influence the whole field. But Thorndike (74) I
considers "mere inner growth and maturity" as often the cause of
improvement along certain lines, even when there has been special
discipline along those lines.
The intensity and extent of concentration, the power of
adaptation to the work in hand, speed in learning, a.nd a manner of
memorizing (50), all can be developed. According to Bagley (5)
an ideal of memorizing can be developed, and he further asserts
that the development of ideals is the chief work of education.
Complete memory v;ould be all rounded development of all
the senses of perception. The school should pay attention to this
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fact, Poundations of memorjTiiust "be laid in childhood (22), later,
the same results cannot he reached.
The attention of the children should he keyed up; for
then they learn more quickly and more surely. Disturbances often
increase the attention for the material in hand. But a verse or
other material that especie.lly rouses the subject he learns easily
and forgets easily,
William R, Wright (79) found from his experiments that:
(1) The subject accomplished more v/ork when v/orking under the
mental stimulus of having a set task to be performed,
(2) A knov/n impossibility to accomplish the required condi-
tions tends to decrease the subject's total results.
Working in a class is a spur for effort. And the will
helps. If v^e do not expect togo beyond a certain limit^v;e do not
get beyond it,
Pestalozzi developed the concentration of his pupils
by having them do simple hand v;ork while they were studying and
reciting.
The question is not so much what to study as how to study,
The school is too material to-day. This material goal should be
done away with. The question is hov/ can the child most easily and
simply learn to recite and retain.
Generally the student learns a poem piece by piece, then
reads it all over and says the v/hole. The best way is to learn
the whole at once. According to the most valuable experiments this
"whole method" has been found to be quicker, surer, and more
lasting, Meumann (50) proclaims this the most P£a£ti^l advance^
for learning. He says learning in pieces is the cause of sti^nbling
recitations.

Let the child learn hy the piece method until he is old
enough to understand v;hen shovm the advanta^ges of the v/hole method.
After that he will do better v/ith the v/hole or a mediating method.
The school hrings out the different types to which the
children belong.
Meumann was visiting a school when a hoy was sent to the
hoard to draw a map of Greece. He drew only a vague curve. The
teacher hecctme inpatient, hut Meumann had the hoy trace the text-
hook map v/ith his finger. Then the hoy went to the hoard and drew
a good map.
Meumann had. recognized the hoy as belonging to the motor
type. Had the teacher understood how to treat the boy, she would
have made things easier for herself as v/ell as for the boy.
The type of the child* s memory should be found by the
teacher, and the child treated accordingly. After the teacher has
determined the individual characteristics of each pupil, he should
call the attention of the child to his own type, and shov/ him hov/
to learn in the best way according to that type.
Meyerhardt (49) suggests simple methods by which the
teacher can determine the various t3rpes.
A number of phrases, words, or syllables, sufficient to
fill a certain given length of time, is presented to the child, to
ascertain whether he remembers the greater number of visual pre-
sentations or of auditory presentations.
Another method is to present letters or numbers in rows
and columm. The visual minded v/ill be able to recite the material
of the rows and columns from right to left as well as from left
to right, and from bottom to top as v/ell as from top to bottom.
t
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"While this would he impossihle for the auditory minded, since he
learns in successive impressions.
Put repeated experiments are necessary before the teacher
can be sure of the type of the child,
Piter the child has developed his natural method of
learning, the other sense paths of memory should be developed.
Rational memory'- has been found to be superior to mechanicajl
memory. It takes about l/lO of the time to learn significant
material that it takes to learn an equal amount of nonsense materially
The best method of learning rational material is to first
get an underst8.nding of it, and then depend upon mechanical repeti-
tions to "fix" it.
The teacher should help the child to get the content and
suggest methods of association and grouping of the material, and
then turn the mechanical memorj'-into the right road.
There is a certain amounj" of material in the school cur-
riculum that must be learned meclianically. This should core in
the grammar school period; for mechanical memory comes thenmuch
more naturally and easily.
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